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30+31-12-’14 
 Woman’s Ego and the Presence of Man 

 
Woman, I Love You so Profoundly that I can truly say that if there is another man 

who can, in and out of Love, show You Your Ego better than I can – and You will thus be, 
partly or wholly, relieved of the permanent (but mostly hidden) torture that the Ego is – I feel 
you must go to him and not to me. ‘My’ Heart grants every woman to have at least the 
opportunity to, thoroughly and in the Safety of Man’s Heart, face the Ego – saying this while 
knowing that not many will take the chance, to say the least. Still, It grants every woman her 
best man, not her second or hundredth choice. 

Woman, I’m not after You, I Need to Free You. If another man would be Able to Do 
this heavy, painful Job better and Truly, I’d have rest, finally. But I don’t give a damn about 
my rest. It is You whom I care about. 

My tiredness is not a problem, ‘my’ tiredness of having to Address the Wall I Meet in 
You if and as long as I as Man Am, indeed, in Touch with You (unavoidably including the 
tiring resistance of Ego, that is) – the Real Touch of which seems so exceptional here on 
Earth. I am flexible anyway. The tiredness is just a Reflection of Your Own tiredness of, 
millennium after millennium, having to live as Ego instead of as the Free Heart, the Free 
Heart of Man. If I, in Non-Separation from You and with You as Part of Me, manage to make 
You See (in ‘My’ Heart and not as yourself) just a little part of Your Ego, the whole seeming 
tiredness is gone and seems to have never existed, such a Power as this Seeing and 
Acknowledgement gives. 

‘My’ seeming tiredness is also related to looking for You, looking and looking and 
offering ‘Myself’ beyond any form of ‘self’ and You saying no no no or rather turning away 
in the dark without saying anything. I (only) Respond to Your Call on Me, on Man, and when 
I Respond indeed You are gone, there is no Response to My Response. Well, there is some 
exception, or else I would not be in this Body any more (since I cannot exist as a self). But, in 
general, Your No to Man is profound. At the same time You complain that He is not Here, not 
Really with You, not here on earth, in what seems to be Your Realm. This double attitude is 
part of Your Ego that You do not Want to See. You hand over the whole problem that Your 
Ego is (in fact:) for Yourself, its inherent problematizing of reality, of You – it is even Your 
one and only ‘problem’ instead what it seems to be: Your one and only love – to ‘Me’, to 
Man. You say, without words: just See what You can do with it, it’s not my problem. You’ve 
made Your point in the Dark: You won’t cooperate – I will manage to do something with it or 
not, I can Transcend the bully into Love or not. It’s not Your thing. At ‘best’ You look at My 
Work from the sidelines, see if I make some progress, simultaneously hoping I fail and 
hoping I make it. In the meantime, when Man Does His Work, You go shopping, enjoying 
Yourself, searching for a man-thing to play with, or even to stay with and have children with, 
so that Your great glorious Ego can at least be transmitted (in)to the next generation and Man 
won’t be unemployed. This makes sense to You. All is better than to cooperate in Letting 
Your Ego Be Seen. In the Dark You protect Your Ego better than Your own children. Your 
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Ego, that is: staying Separate from Man, faking that You Love Him, that You Want to Marry 
Him, Be with Him, that You Want to Unite with Him. 

All this is fair. By My Heart Nature I Respond anyway to Your Deepest Call, that is: 
to Be Liberated from Your main and only Torturer, the Ego – while acknowledging the fact 
that You yourself, unconsciously and usually without words, define Your Inner Pain 
differently. I don’t need Your cooperation in the Spheres of the Light, of Consciousness. Your 
Betrayal of Me, of Your Beloved, Your seeming Rejection of Me, of Man, has always been 
My Food. Your Lie in the Dark has always been My Impulse to Show the Truth. Yes, You 
made love with men, men You did not Love, in front of My Eye, of the Man You Love – to 
Show Me Your Despair, Your Cry without tears manifesting as Your acts. And I had to See it 
all, the whole Show, the entire Drama. The Drama of Your Separation from Your Beloved, 
from Man Himself as He Is. The Drama of You seemingly having Lost the Way Back, 
seemingly having forgotten how to return (in)to Your Beloved’s Heart. The Drama that You 
cannot help but continue, sustain, reincarnate. And in the meantime, while You are acting out 
Your Drama here on Earth, with all Your continuous activity going along with it, You are 
Waiting… All the time You are Waiting. You’re only Waiting – for Something to finally 
Happen, for Your Man to finally Appear. Without You making a step in His Direction, He 
should all of a sudden stand in front of You – and Take You, Wholly, Relieve You of 
Yourself, of the Burden You feel You Are without Him. Well, You tried to scream without 
sound, You prayed for Him in a lost moment, You were angry with Him for leaving You 
Alone, Alone, Alone, for so long, so very long – Alone and Cold. 

But this call was still coming from Your Ovaries, not Straight from Your Heart – 
which would have been possible since a closed Heart is still a Heart. You never liked 
Directness, did You? Your Heart, only Your Heart, closed as it may seem indeed, is the Only 
One Who is Stronger in the End than the – indeed – incredible Power of Your Ego. Secretly 
Knowing This, You do not Call too loud with Your Heart. He might Hear You. You Know 
that Man will Hear(t) You then, finally… You Seduce Him with Your Ovaries, Your Form. 
You’re constantly busy with improving Your Form, to be a better seductress. And men, with 
their eyes in their crotch, always buy this game, they go so easily along with it, as 
unconscious slaves of Your Ego. Following Your Ovaries instead of Your Heart men are left 
as a form themselves. The Man is Gone. He did not Hear You, as always. If You call with 
Your Ovaries, man, as a mirror – dirty mirror or not – responds to Your Ovaries. And Your 
Ovaries will always be alone, even if they are with the two of them, even if they can produce 
children, human forms awaiting the same fate of Slavery in the Dark. 

In fact, You reject the common man who responds to the call of Your Ovaries, even 
though in the manifested world it seems to be the opposite. In Your relatively or seemingly 
comfortable attachment to Hiding, You’re even willing to spend the rest of Your life with this 
man. 

Even though You seem to reject the Man who by His Nature Responds to the dimmed 
Call of Your Heart, in fact You do not. You cannot Reject the Heart. But true, You must be 
hard on the Man of the Heart. Or else, as You know, He cannot become Strong here on earth, 
Stronger than the huge Power of Your Ego and You’d be lost and stuck in it forever indeed. 
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You ‘work’ on different planes at the same time, even though by far the most of it happens in 
the Dark, Your favourite domain, in which You (egoically) assume Your interests are being 
served best. 

It’s true, Your interests are being served best in the Dark. You do not want to See yet, 
however, that Your interests are Your Suffering. Your Deepest Interest – to Which ‘I’ 
Respond – is to Be Freed from Your interests. They are Your Ego’s interests. And they are 
exactly what keeps You separate from Your Beloved. You assume that if You sacrifice Your 
interests You have nothing left: no personal interests and no Man either – since You are not 
convinced (at all) that Man would be there, with You, suddenly, if You’d live Selflessly, 
without personal interests, but would Recognize Your Love for Man as way more Important 
than all Your nice silly cosy funny tiny interests and would take this Recognition Seriously. 

Love is not a barter trade. You Love Him, This Love Manifests, or not – and in the 
latter case You keep It in the Dark, not Allowing It to be lived. Whether He Appears and 
Stays in whatever form is secondary to Your Love for Him. This Love for Him Is, Already, 
(Part of) Him. Whatever You do and don’t, I Do My Work anyway. And only the humble 
women will come to Know this. There are not many. The love for ‘self’, for Ego, is, on earth 
and so far, more powerful, more successful, than the Selfless Love for Love, for Man. A 
caricature of ‘man’ is predominant nowadays, a faint shadow of Man, a ghost. Is this Your 
success, Woman? Is this what once You happily and combatively called Your emancipation, 
something to be proud of? It is shit. It is hell. It is empty. It is sad. It is lifeless. It is the denial 
of Your Very Love. You were and are Deluded by Your Own Deluding Force. 

Your Ego has become so rampant, You are so deeply lost in it, it became so normal to 
live in it, to live as Your Ego, that You seem to have hardly any awareness left that this is so, 
that this is actually the hell that Ego created on earth, a place where Love of Man and 
Woman, their Union, has become an archetype, something of a myth, a story that one likes to 
believe in or not. But where is It, where is this Love, Actually…? 

Even when, somewhere, you Recognize all this that I tell You Straight from My Heart 
to be True, to be simply so, to be sad indeed, you will not Turn to Me, to Man as He Is. Still 
You’ll say No to Man. Still You’ll prefer to say Yes to Your Ego, Your biggest, most reliable 
friend on Earth, You assume, Your friend who does not leave You alone, like Man did and 
does. Instead of Turning to the Beloved of Your Heart, to Man as He Is, You(r Ego) created a 
picture of Man on earth. You – Your Ego, in fact – preferred and still prefers to be with a 
picture, a dead picture, yes, above Being with Man, Being Part of Him, of His Heart, by 
Which Your Ego would crumble down in all smallness and together with Him You would 
laugh, uncontrollably laugh about the smallness of the Ego that once seemed so big and 
important, so glorious and successful, so powerful and ruling the whole show of man and 
woman. And now You are stuck with the picture You allowed Ego to create for You. You(r 
Ego) wanted to prove that You are stronger than ‘man’. So You proved it, that You are 
stronger, more powerful indeed than a picture. You won. And then what…? What to do now, 
except for humiliating the picture again and again? 
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You Know You cannot Live without Man. You Know You’ll have to Return to Him 
sooner or later. Have You lost Your return ticket? Is Your activity of ‘freely’ shopping too 
much fun still? 

As I have said, in fact You are Waiting, Waiting for Man. I, in My turn, Did My Job. I 
Touched You. I Let Myself Be Touched by Your hidden Call, by Your Pain, Your Struggle, 
Your Stuckness, Your Lies – and they hurt, I can tell You. I Saw You, I Felt You, Wholly as 
Myself. I Undid Your Lie that says that Man would be so far, so separate from You. And 
Here I Am, Fully Present on Earth as Man, in what seemed to be Your safe Domain where 
You could safely hide from Man’s dreaded Eye and Heart. Here I Am, Waiting… even 
though not unemployed, the Work of Bringing Light in Your Darkness goes on incessantly 
and now heavier than ever, but still, Waiting… Waiting for a Response to My Response. It is 
icy silent from Your Side… afraid as You are of what would Happen if You’d Truly meet 
Me, Man, afraid of the status quo on Earth, afraid of (losing) Your Domain, Your interests, 
interests that are torturing You but that at least are Yours. 

This Body is gradually getting older and Your Ego hopes it will die before something 
serious happens, changes, Touches You in Your heart. I Laugh about this. I Freely Laugh 
about all Your hopes and strategies. I have always Laughed Your Ego at its face, even though 
not openly so so often. And You were always offended, secretly or not. And You always 
Loved it at the same time. You anyway ‘had to’ turn away from the One who Laughs at Your 
Ego, You preferred to struggle on Your own. 

Woman, do You feel the tension in Your Body, the shivering in Your Body, if You 
made it to Read Me up to here, if this time You made it to not turn away as You have always 
done? Do You Feel something is happening? Do You dare to Feel Your Love for what I say 
to You – for Me, in fact, for Man, for the Man who Sees You and Takes You Seriously and 
Laughs at Your Ego – ‘Laughs’, by the way, not without and only after having felt the huge 
huge Pain of that Ego in My Heart? Do You Actually Feel that I, as Man, Love You and have 
Always Done so and have never actually left You Alone? Do You See how You are and 
always have been Overpowered by Your Own Ego, how You ‘love’ and have always ‘loved’ 
to project things in Yourself, of Your Own Ego, on Man, on the Mirror That He Is? Do You, 
somewhere, See how the Ego creates Your Own suffering that, then again, it wants to get rid 
of by means of itself, by actions and manipulations of itself, of that same Ego – instead of by 
Surrendering itself, the whole Drama that it is, into What or Who Is Bigger than and Beyond 
You: Man? 

Can You Laugh with Me, in Me, as Me, about this – after crying… and crying? 
I Am Here anyway. I am not passively waiting, but still, I Wait for You, for Your 

Humble Recognition – Your Recognition of Your Own Love, for Man, as Part of Man. And 
You might be seduced and deluded to think that this Recognition is Enough and that Man, 
then, will finally Appear before You. It is not. Consciousness is not Enough – not as long as It 
is and stays separate from Your Body. In fact, this is what Your Ego is fundamentally about: 
to keep the Division, the Separation, between High and Low, between Consciousness and the 
Ovaries and Womb intact. What Ego does is praise the supposedly spiritual man of the Heart 
and at the same time allow the common deadened ‘man’ in Your Body, let him even fertilize 
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you, thus prolong, sustain and reincarnate Your Unconsciousness (as the Earth, as Form 
without the Formless Heart). By Your tongue You reject the common unconscious man. By 
Your Womb, actually on an earthly level, You reject the Man of the Heart. You – one Side of 
Your always Dual, Split, Ego – do not want Him, the Man of Your Heart, to intervene with 
Your business, Your ‘children’, Your reproduction of (the love for) Yourself, of (the love for) 
Your Ego. Your Ego is not waiting for Conscious children, who would continuously Mirror 
You. 

But all right, let’s for now – in this text, at least – leave the subject of ‘Your’ children. 
Who Said they were Yours, by the way? I tell You, however, this is not a peripheral subject. 
And since I Am Present Here on earth, since Man’s Egoless Love Manifested as Such, the 
Subject cannot hide in the Dark any longer. I Am Totally in it. And I am Free in it, Present. I 
have Cut through the Lie, the Separation between High and Low, or rather Heart and Form. 
Sooner or later You’ll have to Face ‘Your’ children, face Yourself, in the Face of Man. No, 
since ‘I’ Am Here, since Man’s Limitless Love for Woman – as a Reflection of and Response 
to Woman’s Limitless Love for Man – Manifested as Such even so much and Present as Deep 
Down in the Dark Realms of Existence, it became only much harder even to still deny Your 
Stuckness, Your feeling of Emptiness and Structural Loneliness. And it will only get ‘worse’ 
– viewed from the standpoint of Your Ego. 

Don’t misunderstand Me. It is all not about ‘me’ at all. As I have said earlier, if there 
is a better Male Mirror available Turn to Him and Look, See, Feel. It’s just that, as for now, 
this Love of Woman to Reunite with Man has Manifested Deepest in this Body. No one, 
except for Divine Nature Itself, is to blame for this. This (My) life of Total Sacrifice and 
constant Pain – almost constant, except for the few moments that there is a hole in the Fort of 
Your solid Ego and some Light Transpires through – is what it is: a Pure Reflection, that You 
may call Love. Since I as Man am not against Pain – as You as Woman are – this Body could 
Descend Deeply into the Pain that Your Ego is. And this moment it is again – or still, in a 
way – Crying. Tears are coursing down, tears that are My Love manifested in a form. They 
will fall on the ground – since You are not there, not Present, to catch them and drink them 
into Your Heart. In Your spare time You prefer to pray in the church listening to how 
Magdalene washed Jesus’ feet. 

I’ll Do My job anyway while You are busy, busy waiting. You fake being stuck in 
Your waiting. And moreover, You prefer the sperm of a non-present man-form, above the 
tears of Your Own closed and longing Heart. I Understand. Seeing You is My Love for You. 
Feeling You Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily – all of Your resisted, unfelt Pain – is My 
Love for You. Your hidden Love for Me is My Love for You. I Am Your Love for Man that 
You ‘cannot’ or Resist to Manifest. This Body Is that Love. It doesn’t have its own will. It is 
a Fully Alive and Present, Conscious Sacrifice into Your Womb Longing for the Heart – but 
it is not lost in it. It doesn’t merely copy the emptiness of Your Womb without Heart, even 
though I feel Your emptiness very well. ‘I’ Let this emptiness – also that – Return in the 
Fullness of the Heart. This is Possible since ‘I’ don’t have a preference in this respect, as You 
have. ‘I’ am not lost in Your Duality. I See, I See in You, in Your Darkness. This Whole 
Body Sees-Feels; it is not ‘just’ some separate Consciousness doing so. 
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Woman, peering over a cold white winter landscape, how nostalgic does it get, 
imagining all Your missed chances of Meeting Man, His Very Heart. But, in Your self-
created ‘spirituality’, You still prefer to Delude Yourself – and Man – that it should be 
possible to combine the Two, to live a life of Ego and add Man’s Heart to this, to complete it. 
Woman, this is the Ego saying this, whispering this to You in the Dark. It is the Ego that 
doesn’t want to bear the Truth about this. It is the Ego that Resists Man’s Truth, the Truth of 
Your Own Heart, the Truth that Knows – as You Know – that You simply cannot as Ego 
Meet Man. At ‘best’ You can meet Him as ‘the Other Side’ of Your Own Duality, in Your 
Duality therefore. But the True Meeting Happens only if You Are also Beyond this Duality. 

As long as You stay, unconsciously and strategically, identified with Ego there’ll be 
no Meeting. There’ll be no (Male) ‘addition’ to your life, nothing that would finally relieve 
You of Your Pain. There’ll be no end of Separation, of Structural Loneliness. Your Ego Is the 
Separation. Your Ego is the lonely one. Does this simple Truth (or: reality) make You look 
for (a) Man Who can Address Your Ego, Your Separation? Do I still have to give the answer? 
Where did You hide Your Intelligence, Intelligence Beyond Your – it is true – impressive 
cleverness? Or do You, indeed, Wait for Me to Reveal Your Own Intelligence Beyond Your 
Ego? Do You Want Me to Acknowledge, Feel-See, first that Your Ego is part of that Same 
Intelligence and that it plays an important Role – just as crucial as the Role of the Egoless – in 
the Whole Process of Manifesting the Divine Man and Divine Woman on earth? 

Well, here is no Ego who wants to deny and Fight this Truth. It is so. I, Man, cannot 
Manifest as Such without Your Ego Resisting Man. 

Yet, it is not untrue either to Face the Result of My Heart having Accepted and Said a 
Holy Yes to Your Resistance, Taking, Feeling Whole-Bodily and Whole-Heartedly all the 
Pain of it just as it is. This is more difficult for You. Truly (even Whole-Bodily) 
Acknowledging what ‘My’ Heart has ‘Done’ Here on Earth would mean that You, in Your 
turn, would also start to Feel the Pain of Your Own Ego, a Divine Job that so far You 
delegated to Me, to Man, as something that is none of Your business. “If Pain comes into the 
picture, then I am gone”, You once said to Me, in a supermarket, one with only organic food 
but anyway. I say, however: without Feeling that Pain You carry inside You are Gone, not 
Here, not Present on Earth. You ‘live’ an empty Body, without Heart, without Presence – 
since You refuse to Feel the very Pain that You have become in Your identification with and 
life as Ego. The way back to the Heart seems cut off for You in the prospect of way too much 
Pain lying ahead. I’m not gonna tell You that Pain means relatively nothing in the Grandiosity 
of the Heart. There must be a sincere humility from Your Side to Acknowledge the fact that, 
‘also’ for You, the Heart That Man Is, is of incomparably bigger Importance than (feeling) 
Pain. So far You lived mainly ‘negatively’. You tried to prevent, deny, belittle, avoid, 
transform, overcome, outshine or go beyond Pain – whatever form it took and takes. You 
don’t live the Greatness of Love for and as the Heart of Man. 

And thus You make Yourself so small this way, so very small – in spite of the 
rampant energy of Your Ovaries always raging on. (The attachment to) Your Ego makes You 
so small, so empty, so hard, so un-Woman, so bitter, so aggressive, so lonely, so arrogant, so 
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self-destructive, so self-obsessed, so ugly, so full of smell of Ego that you try to cover with 
chemicals, perfumes, or whatever fakeness to fool. 

You live ‘negatively’, You’re locked up in it (since You Resist to Feel it in Man’s 
Heart) and yet and therefore You proclaim, emphasize, shout all the time that we all must live 
‘positively’. This is so very very tiring. Are You never tired of Yourself, of Your faking? You 
don’t need to live positively, nor negatively. Life as It is is not interested in these fake 
qualifications. If there’s pain there’s pain. If there’s joy – because some pain has been felt 
through and released, died in the Heart – there is joy. But you miss life as it is, as long as You 
stay so ‘intimately’ Attached to Miss Ego, to not Wanting to Feel Pain, that is. If You miss 
life, You miss Man – this goes together. The Ego is the one ‘thing’ standing in between You 
and Man. Here we are. From behind the walls You whisper that I, as Man, should Fight Your 
Ego. It’s a huge War – normal wars are in a way pitiful and senseless manifestations of war 
compared to this one, the Fight between Ego and Heart. And when the War is over, You come 
out of the bunkers and hope that Man has Won and You’ll Embrace Him. But it doesn’t Work 
like that. A Fight cannot be Won in the Dark. Your Ego has to Come in the Light, sooner or 
later. If You Really Love Man – as Something in You seems to claim – then You Allow this 
to Happen, not without struggle but anyway. If You Really Love Man and Take this Love 
Seriously You Respond to the Man Who Wholly Responds to You, to Your Heart Longing 
for Him, You Respond to the Man Who Addresses Your Ego. This is Divine Nature. 

But true, also this is part of our Natural Fight: You Want to Live Your Divine Nature 
without Surrendering anything of the Ego – or at most as part of the Ego, to surrender the ego 
(partly) as part of Your, individual, process of Growing, Growing into the Light, the Heart, 
the Union with the Beloved and whatever attractive labels – all to cover the fact that it is still 
the Ego secretly running the show. 

You like Man to be There just like that, hoopla – without making any gesture 
Yourself, without any bow of Your Ego. What is this for utter Nonsense. Just like I, Man, had 
to Go into Your Pain, You’ll have to do this also. Of course. And You Know. But Ego still 
tries and tries if it really cannot get the cookie without any form of discomfort or see if it can 
live without the cookie or bake a new type of cookie by itself. I, anyway, don’t bake sweet 
cookies for You since I’m Serious, Sincere, True, since I Am Your Man and, very 
exceptionally, not a slave of what seems to be Your Entrance, Your Opening – the physical 
entrance that is utterly deluding, however. 

I Respond to Your Heart, not to Your cunt or any other parts. I do not deny the Fight 
we are in and that You like to screen out from Your consciousness. 

Yes, You are afraid of what I say, You don’t want to be Seen. Also this fear is 
something You hide. Do you ever Truly Give Yourself? Can you only – and at most – say that 
you are afraid? Does Your Body never Shake, shiver, tremble from fear, or from whatever? 
Are You really Involved, Present in what’s happening here on Earth, really Involved in Your 
Struggle? Or do You indeed leave Your whole repressed Drama to Man? 

The Other Side of You Wants Me, Man, to finally Give You the Kick in Your arse 
that You long for so much and for so long and that might finally loosen up Your stuckness. 
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What else could? You’ve tried everything, too much to list here. The Kick of Love… I Gave 
it, as a matter of fact, and Your Resistance only Grew, or Manifested Deeper. 

Okay, enough Fight for now again. Man has said what He has to say. It’s too tiring to 
continue if the Resistance is so big – like, on physical level, making love to a woman when 
she’s not really open for the man. First I’ll Create more Space… It’s true, the next layer of the 
old Resistance of You to Man, provoked, Touched by this Hearticle is Your true, honest 
Response, the Selfless Response of the Self, one could say. At least the Response of one Side 
of Woman. The Other Side is Waiting, as always. It just looks, looks what Man does with 
Woman’s (next) Resistance, Sees if the result, if any, is worthwhile to Love, if Man is Worthy 
to Be Loved. 

 
To be continued, this Fight of Old. But since it happens now in the Light of My Heart 

It is not the same any more… 
 
 
Note: 3 days later, towards the end of the retreat in which this fiery Hearticle was 

written, the memorable Union with the Earthly Woman took place… 


